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Introduction
Planning, i.e., deciding in advance on a course of action, is a long-standing and difficult prob- 
Problem Statement
The problem under consideration can be modelled as the scheduling of a robot whose job it is to retrieve objects while traversing a field.
The robot moves at a constant rate along a set of pre-assigned horizontal passes. The robot has an arm and a hand. The arm has a limited length (both minimum and maximum) and a limited angle at which it can operate. (Details of robot kinematics are not addressed in this paper.)
Each object has a value and a location in the field, both known in advance. To retrieve an object, the robot hand must stay at the object's location for a given time. The objective is to retrieve the highest total value of objects. Additional constraints may be imposed which make the problem even more complex.
• The value of an object may depend on which other objects are retrieved.
• The robot may have a net (instead of a hand) on the end of its arm with which it may retrieve many objects at once.
• The time required to retrieve an object may be expressed as a function of the robot's arm geometry. For instance, it may take more time to retrieve an object if the arm has to reach further or if it needs to deviate from its ideal position.
• The field may contain widely-spaced objects that need to be retrieved within some specified planning horizon.
• Some of the objects may have very precise angles at which they must be accessed.
• There may be a limit to the length of time the robot may operate during each pass. The limit may derive from physical constraints on the robot's operation, such as power or thermal limitations.
Analysis for a Numerical Approach
Initial attempts to produce efficient schedules were developed in a traditional optimization framework. Figure 1 shows a test suite of data that was constructed to illustrate the problem.
A random field of 100 objects was created, and the robot is given 3 parallel passes through the where the value determines which objects are more important, the position drives dynamics constraints, and the number of accesses to an object may be used to decide which objects may be more easily postponed to a later pass.
Other attributes are also possible (for instance, preferred angles from which an object may be retrieved or length of time it takes to retrieve up a particular object). The function to be maximized is
subjectto the dynamic constraints of the robot arm (simplifyingfrom Equation (5)): Non-determinism and fitness-weighted selection deal with that problem.
• Incompatible feature combinations produce poorly performing population elements, which are soon discarded.
• Useful features that are discovered independently generally survive in the population long enough to be combined in new population elements.
For bit-string based genetic algorithms, such useful features are called schemas.
Holland's Schema Theorem 
The Application of Genetic Algorithms to Object Retrieval
In our first attempt to apply genetic algorithms to the object retrieval problem we first used the general-purpose bit-string based genetic algo- New population diversity techniques were combined with greedy genetic operators as a way of achieving both objectives. This is discussed below.
Schedule representation
A schedule is a sequence of appointments, As an illustration, 
Genetic operators
The genetic operators perform two functions.
1. They are used to explore the search space. The following mutation operators are defined.
Typically

Most of them have a great many opportunities for non-determinism. These operators may or
may not produce valid schedules. If they don't, the compactor makes the needed repairs.
• change the pass of an appointment. Move an appointment from one pass to another.
• schedule an unscheduled object. Retrieve an object that is not currently in the schedule and create an appointment for it.
• Interlard some unscheduled objects. Sort a random selection of the unscheduled objects; allocate them to passes in which they have windows; and merge them with the current schedule.
The merge process is the same as that explained below under meroe two schedules. This operation is similar to schedule an unscheduled object. The difference is that it attempts to schedule collections of unscheduled objects instead of just one.
• schedule a group. Select all the unscheduled objects in a group and schedule
appointments for them. (Recall that a group
is an all-or-nothing affair. The robot does not get credit for retrieving objects in a group unless the entire group is retrieved.)
There is no corresponding unschedule-oroup operation. Instead, whenever an element of the population is selected for transformation, one of the groups is (probabilistically) unscheduled.
• exchange appointments. The order of two adjacent appointments is switched.
• generate a random schedule. Generate a new, random proto-schedule. There are a number of probabilistic elements involved.
The objects may first be ordered by value. In addition, the proto-schedule is generated by sorting the objects (one object per appointment) according to either x-y position or start-of-window-in-pass.
If an object
may be retrieved in a number of passes, the pass to which it is assigned is also deterministically probabilistically.
There is a single combination operator.
• merge two schedules. This operator combines and compacts two population elements. Appointments from corresponding passes of two schedules are merged, greedily. The merged result is guaranteed to conform to the constraints.
The order condition that drives the merge is a combination of appointment x-position and appointment value. If the first available appointment from one schedule is both earlier than and more valuable than the first available appointment from the other schedule, it is selected. Otherwise, the schedule from which the next appointment is taken is selected at random.
Sustainable Genetic
Algorithms
In the actual application, we sometimes want to run the genetic algorithm for an extended III d) Evaluation functions that penalize popurandom elements and tournament selection period. On other occasions, we need a reasonably good answer after only a relatively short run. We therefore want a genetic algorithm that can both (a) provide good results relatively quickly and (b) continue to improve if left to run for an extended time. We call a genetic algorithm with the second property sustainable.
One can produce reasonably good results quickly by including among our genetic operators, heuristics defined for the scheduling problem. Unchecked, however, this practice leads to population convergence at local maxima. Special techniques must be made to avoid such convergence. The following first discusses the mechanisms underlying population convergence and then describes ways to combat it. set of search space elements that include a particular solution feature.
Traditionally, solution features that define hyperplanes have been called schemas. In scheduling, a schema would typically be a sequence of scheduled events, i.e., a schedule fragment. All search space elements that contain a particular schedule fragment may be considered to be on the same hyperplane. (Each search space element, i.e., a complete schedule, may lie on many intersecting hyperplanes simultaneously.) Useful schedule fragments will tend to be retained in the population. Hence, the population will tend to accumulate on the hyperplanes defined by useful features.
Since population size generally stays relatively
elements to be transformed and (b) the elements to be discarded.
We use a variant of tournament selection to make both selections. To select an element for transformation, a subset of the population, the selection pool, is chosen randomly and uniformly from the entire population. The best (or best two) element(s) of that pool are selected for transformation.
To select an element to be discarded, we again choose a subset of the population; the worst element of the selection pool is selected for deletion.
Since elements are included in the selection pool with equal probability, the size of the selection pool is inversely related to the selectivity of the search. If the pool size were 1, one would be selecting (for transformation or deletion) an element uniformly from the population, i.e., with no regard for how well the element solved the prob!em. This would minimize convergence, but it would also minimize the likelihood that good features would be exploited.
On the other hand, were the pool to be the entire population, one would always select the best element(s) for transformation and the worst for deletion. This would maximize convergence, but it would virtually eliminate significant diversity.
Our strategy is to allow the size of the selecout. New entrants have an opportunity to be seen. This is comparab!e 1o local tournaments. As the season progresses, competition tightens; only the better entrants remain in the field. (Unlike sports, our population does not shrink, but the likelihood decreases that a poorly performing element will be selected for transformation.) Toward the end of the season, the selection pool is large and competition is extreme. Only "world class" elements survive. But as in competitive sports, because the entire process is probabilistic, there is always a chance that an underdog can make it to the "finals."
This seasonal cycle repeats itself continually. The selection pool size starts low, grows slowly, and then restarts at a low value for the next season. New elements with innovative features continually arise to challenge and add value to the current champions.
Results
The following plots illustrate the results of the genetic algorithm. For simplicity and consistency, these plots are based on a run with the following parameters.
Object field. The testbed example included 100 objects with values of 1, 2, and 3. The total of all objects (and hence the best possible schedule) was 201.
line from point to point) at 10 times the rate of its horizontal motion. The arm is assumed to move at a constant rate; there are no start-up or terminate arm motion penalties.
In this run, which showed typical results, approximately 40,000 _schedules were considered. The best schedule had a value of 162.
During the run, nearly 6000 random schedules were generated. The best of these had a value of 100. We take this as confirmation that the genetic operators added value to the search. Recall that some of the objects are in all-ornothing groups. Four of the five groups were retrieved in their entirety. The largest group was not retrieved.
Of the 11 objects in it, 3
were retrieved anyway even though they contributed no value to the schedule. Objects that appear to be easy picking but were not retrieved belong to the unretrieved group. 
